Two model potentials have been evaluated with regard to their ability to model adsorption of single metal atoms on a buckled graphene grain boundary. One of the potentials is a Lennard-Jones potential parametrized for gold and carbon, while the other is a bond-order potential parametrized for the interaction between carbon and platinum. Metals are expected to adsorb more strongly to grain boundaries than to pristine graphene due to their enhanced adsorption at point defects resembling those that constitute the grain boundary. Of the two potentials considered here, only the bond-order potential reproduces this behaviour and predicts the energy of the adsorbate to be about 0.8 eV lower at the grain boundary than on pristine graphene. The Lennard-Jones potential predicts no significant difference in energy between adsorbates at the boundary and on pristine graphene. These results indicate that the Lennard-Jones potential is not suitable for studies of metal adsorption on defects in graphene, and that bond-order potentials are preferable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional carbon material graphene is frequently considered for sensors, electronics and catalysis applications due to its exceptional electric and mechanical properties 1 . Some of these applications require the adsorption of metal clusters onto graphene, and metal-graphene systems have consequently become a subject of intense investigation. For computational studies of metal adsorption on graphene, ab initio methods such as density functional theory give the most accurate description of the metalcarbon interaction. However, ab initio methods are computationally expensive. For problems requiring simulations of large systems it can therefore be necessary to make use of interatomic model potentials.
One problem that may require the use of interatomic model potentials is that of adsorption at graphene grain boundaries. Grain boundaries are common in CVD-grown graphene 2, 3 and have lately received attention due to their influence on both the electronic and mechanical properties of the material 4 . The grain boundaries are known to consist of arrays of dislocations in the form of pentagon-heptagon defect pairs and to cause out-of-plane buckling [5] [6] [7] [8] . Interestingly, graphene grain boundaries have been found to be more chemically reactive than pristine graphene 9 . Among the existing model potentials for the interaction between metals and carbon, two types of potentials appear to be common. One is the Lennard-Jones potential, a simple pair potential modelling van der Waals attraction, which is often used for gold adsorbates. The other category is bond-order potentials, a potential type that was originally developed for covalently bonded solids 13,14 but which has been found to be able to describe also metalsemiconductor interactions 15 . The question is to what extend these two potential types are reliable, in particular with regard to adsorption on grain boundaries.
Here, we investigate the adsorption of single metal atoms on pristine graphene and a buckled graphene grain boundary using two different model potentials for the carbonadsorbate interaction. One of the potentials is a bondorder potential for carbon and platinum, while the other is the Lennard-Jones pair potential with potential parameters chosen to describe the interaction of carbon and gold. As the Lennard-Jones potential is a very simple, it is unlikely that it gives a good description of the adsorption of gold on defects in graphene. However, it is quite common to use the Lennard-Jones potential to describe the adsorption of gold on graphene (see e.g. Refs. [10] [11] [12] , and an investigation of the applicability of this potential to the present problem is therefore motivated.
The results for pristine graphene are compared to density functional theory results available in the literature 30, 31 . To the best of our knowledge there are no previous studies of metal adsorption on graphene grain boundaries, but several density functional theory studies [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] suggest that metals adsorb more strongly to pentagon and heptagon defects than to pristine graphene. Computational studies also indicate that gold and platinum adsorb more strongly to curved graphene surfaces than to flat graphene 21, 22 . As grain boundaries consist of a line of pentagon-heptagon defects and cause the graphene to buckle, this indicates that metals should adsorb more strongly to grain boundaries than to pristine graphene.
For pristine graphene, both potentials are found to produce adsorption energies similar to those seen in DFT studies for the most favourable adsorption site, although the bond-order potential predicts considerably weaker adsorption at other adsorption sites. At the buckled grain boundary, the Lennard-Jones potential predicts no substantial increase in adsorption strength, while the bond-order potential finds an increase in adsorption strength of 0.8 eV. The bond-order potential also reproduces the expected behavior with regard to the curvature of the graphene sheet. This implies that results obtained with the Lennard-Jones potential are misleading for graphene with grain boundaries, and that bond-order potentials are preferable in such cases. • , seen from the y direction (top) and from the z direction (bottom). Figure created using VMD 29 .
II. METHOD
All modelling has been performed using the program package LAMMPS 23 . Structure optimizations have been carried out using a conjugate gradients energy minimization algorithm and the size and shape of the system were allowed to change during the minimization process.
In the simulations of adsorption of gold on graphene, the carbon-carbon interaction is modeled by a modified Tersoff potential 14 . This potential has been adapted by Lindsay and Broido 24 to better reproduce the phonon dispersion in graphene, and it was chosen in order to facilitate prospective studies of the effects of adsorbates on vibrational properties. The gold-carbon interaction was described by a Lennard-Jones potential, using a set of potential parameters that have previously been used in Ref.
10
( Au−C = 0.0341 eV, σ Au−C = 3.003Å).
For the interaction between platinum and carbon, a bond-order potential developed by Albe et al. has been used 15 . This potential builds on the reactive bond-order potential (REBO) by Brenner et al. 25, 26 . The potential has previously been used e.g to investigate the adsorption of platinum clusters at vacancies in graphene 27 .
For adsorption of atoms on pristine graphene a 5 × 5 nm graphene sheet was used. It was ascertained that using a larger graphene sheet did not appreciably change the results. For the investigations of adsorption on grain boundaries a tilt grain boundary with misorientation angle 9.4
• has been studied (see Fig. 1 ). This grain boundary consists of pentagon and heptagon defects and displays a buckling approximately 0.6 nm high and 1.7 nm wide. The process of grain boundary construction and the properties of the grain boundary are described in Ref. 28 . A grain boundary supercell 20 nm long in the direction perpendicular to the grain boundary (x) and 4.5 nm long in the direction parallel to the grain boundary (y) was used, corresponding to three grain boundary periods in the y direction. 
III. RESULTS
The adsorption energy for an atom on graphene is defined as
where E tot is the total energy of the graphene sheet with the adsorbed atom and E G is the energy of the graphene sheet without adsorbate. With this definition, a negative adsorption energy means that the adsorption is favoured, as it lowers the total energy. Three adsorption positions have been considered for single atoms on pristine graphene: top (T), bridge (B) and hexagon (H) (see Figure 2) . With the Lennard-Jones potential for gold, the hexagon position has the largest adsorption energy, −0.45 eV, while the top and bridge positions have adsorption energies of −0.42 and −0.43 eV, respectively. These results compare fairly well with the DFT results for gold atoms obtained by Amft et al. 30 , who found adsorption energies between −0.3 and −0.9 eV when using functionals that take van der Waals interactions into account. However, DFT calculations predict the top adsorption position, rather than the hexagon position, as the position with the most negative segregation energy.
With the bond-order potential for the carbon-platinum system, the adsorbed atom is found to be most stable in the bridge position, where the adsorption energy is −1.93 eV. For the hexagonal position the adsorption energy was −0.08 eV, while for the top position it was found to be 0.23 eV. Density functional calculations for platinum adsorbates 31 have yielded adsorption energies near −2 eV for the bridge position, −1.4 eV for the hexagon position and −1.9 eV for the top position. The interatomic potential and density functional theory thus predict the same site as the most favourable adsorption site, but for the other two adsorption sites the interatomic potential predicts weak or no adsorption, in contrast to the density functional theory results. This suggests that the potential in use here may be adequate for studies of static adsorbates, but not for studies involving e.g. diffusion.
Several different adsorption sites were considered for the grain boundary, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 . For gold, only adsorbate positions in the middle of hexagons, heptagons or pentagons were considered since the hexagon position was found to be the most stable on pristine graphene. Likewise, only adsorption sites between two carbon atoms were considered for platinum. Due to the buckling of the grain boundary it was also necessary to consider adsorption on both sides of the graphene sheet. Referring to the coordinate systems defined in Figure 1 , adsorption sites where the adsorbate has a higher z coordinate than the graphene sheet will be denoted "above" sites and adsorption sites where the adsorbate has a lower z coordinate than the sheet will be denoted "below" sites. The obtained adsorption energies for gold atoms range from −0.5 to 0.17 eV, as can be seen in Table I . The largest negative adsorption energies are found below the peak of the grain boundary buckle, position 2 in Figure 3 . This is probably due to the simple pair potential used to describe the gold-carbon interaction favoring configurations where the adsorbate has many nearest neighbours. An adsorbate under the buckle is relatively close to a larger number of carbon atoms compared to flat graphene, while on top of the buckle the graphene curves away from the adsorbate, giving fewer nearest neighbours and smaller adsorption energies. Table II . Adsorption energies for a platinum atom adsorbed at the grain boundary, above and below the graphene sheet. The site numbers correspond to the adsorption positions labeled in Figure 4 Site Ea (eV) (above) Ea (eV) (below) For platinum atoms, adsorption energies at the grain boundary range between −2.71 and 0.38 eV. Again, there is a marked difference between the "above" and "below" adsorption sites. In contrast to the case of gold atoms, however, the platinum atoms preferentially adsorb in the "above" positions, while half of the "below"adsorption positions have positive adsorption energies. Indeed, the adsorption site with the most negative adsorption energy for platinum is also the site where the graphene sheet curves most strongly away from the adsorbate. Also, a considerable negative adsorption energy of −2.16 eV is found for site 5 below the graphene sheet. At this site, the graphene sheet forms a saddle-like shape and thus curves away also from the adsorbate situated below the sheet.
As previously mentioned, we have found no firstprinciples results regarding the adsorption of gold or platinum atoms on grain boundaries in graphene. However, gold and platinum clusters have been reported to adsorb more strongly to pentagon and heptagon defects 16 as well as to curved graphene surfaces 21, 22 . As the grain boundary both contains pentagon and heptagon defects and causes a curvature in the graphene plane, it can be expected that both metals should adsorb more strongly to the grain boundary than to pristine graphene, and that the "above" adsorption sites should give the most negative segregation energies. This corresponds to the results seen for platinum with the bond-order potential, suggesting that this potential may be useful in the study of metal adsorption on graphene grain boundaries. In contrast, the LennardJones potential used for gold gives the opposite result, with only a minor increase in adsorption strength near the grain boundary and the most stable adsorption sites situated below the graphene grain boundary.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the adsorption of gold and platinum atoms on pristine graphene and a buckled graphene grain boundary with misorientation angle 9.4
• has been investigated. The interaction between gold and carbon has been modeled by a Lennard-Jones potential, while the platinum-carbon interaction has been described using a bond-order potential. Both potentials yield adsorption energies on pristine graphene that are close to those observed in density functional theory studies, although the Lennard-Jones potential predicts the wrong adsorption site as the one with the most negative segregation energy for gold.
For adsorption at the grain boundary, the Lennard-Jones potential predicts that the adsorption energy is at most slightly more negative than that on pristine graphene. As density functional theory studies indicate that both gold and platinum should adsorb more strongly to pentagon and heptagon defects than to pristine graphene, and that the adsorption should also be stronger on a curved graphene surface, this suggests that the Lennard-Jones potential is not suitable for studying adsorption of gold on defects in graphene. Since the Lennard-Jones potential is quite frequently used to describe the interaction between gold and carbon, this also indicates that there is a need to develop a new potential to describe the interaction between these two elements.
In contrast, the bond-order potential used for platinum yields significantly more negative segregation energies at the grain boundary than on pristine graphene, with a maximum difference of 0.8 eV. This demonstrates that the bondorder potential is more suited to studies of the consequences of metal adsorption on grain boundaries in graphene.
